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Fluorescence line profiles and their implications on the cooling dynamics of the Mg+ ions stored in a linear
rf trap are studied. The line profile is dictated by the temperature of the ion cloud at different laser detunings.
The upper bound of the lowest temperature was estimated for different values of the rf trapping potential
amplitude and the buffer gas pressure. A general trend of this ultimate temperature to increase with the rf
trapping voltage and buffer gas pressure is expected, with an abrupt change at some critical value correspond-
ing to the transition to and from a strongly correlated liquid or crystal state. While on the one hand this
expectation was confirmed when the buffer gas pressure was varied; on the other hand the influence of the
amplitude of the trapping voltage on the ultimate temperature shows an interesting new feature of first dipping
down before the sharp increase occurs.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Rf ion traps 1 are excellent devices for high precision
measurements due to their ability to confine ions for long
periods of time in an isolated high-vacuum environment.
When laser cooling 2 is applied to trapped ions, their tem-
perature can be reduced to the milliKelvin range, therefore,
drastically improving the conditions for precision optical
measurements. The benefits of laser cooling can even be ex-
tended to those ions that cannot be directly laser-cooled. This
is achieved through sympathetic cooling 3–5, when the
ions of interest are added to the ion clouds which can be
directly laser-cooled; through Coulomb interaction the added
ions are also cooled down.
There are several factors that affect the temperature of the
laser-cooled ions. First, the efficiency of laser cooling de-
pends on the temperature and the laser detuning. This pro-
cess is well understood and accurately described 2. Second,
there is the rf heating effect, which increases the temperature
of the ion cloud. It depends on the temperature, the trapping
voltage, and the size of the ion cloud. To optimize laser
cooling and sympathetic cooling it is essential to have a good
understanding of all heating processes that occur in the
stored ion cloud.
The very early laser cooling experiments on a few ions in
rf ion traps 6 have shown effects similar to a phase transi-
tion at low temperatures. Some aspects of this behavior have
been successfully described in the framework of order-chaos
transition 7,8 in this nonlinear mechanical system. How-
ever, recent laser cooling experiments involve larger and
larger ion crystals 9,10. As more ions are introduced into
the trap, the few body dynamics description should be re-
placed by a statistical approach. The initial effort to create a
statistical model of the rf heating process can be traced to the
early days of laser cooling 11. This approach, modified and
refined 12,13 since, treats rf heating as a result of two-body
Coulomb collisions, and finds the rf heating rates by evalu-
ating pair collision integrals. The result is in qualitative
agreement with the experiment, as the predicted rf heating
rate has a maximum at some low temperature and decreases
at both higher and lower temperatures. However, it is debat-
able if the pair collision approach can be used at the ultralow
temperatures e.g., below a few kelvins, since in this region
the ion correlation effects are stronger. Another route to in-
vestigate the properties of rf heating is to use computer simu-
lations to calculate rf heating rates by simulating the motion
of ions in the trap. This approach has also been initiated early
14, and has identified some of the important features of the
rf heating effect. More recent results 15–18 show some
very interesting properties of the rf heating effect.
While the theoretical and experimental investigations
6–17 into properties of rf heating explore different regimes,
they are all in agreement on one important aspect: when the
temperature of the ion cloud is brought below a certain level,
the heating rate starts to decrease with temperature. As a
consequence, below that temperature the rf heating will not
prevent further cooling of the ion cloud. The minimum tem-
perature will then be established by the equilibrium of the
laser cooling by a heating process other than rf heating ion-
ion interactions in the rf field. One such limit is due to the
photon recoil heating. Also, in the miniature rf traps that are
being utilized as one of the quantum computing implemen-
tations, surface effects start to play a role in the heating of
the ions 19–21. However, the surface and photon recoil
heating effects are small i.e., result in the equilibrium tem-
perature on the order of a few milliKelvin, and cannot ac-
count for the effects reported in this paper. In this article, we
present our investigations of the low temperature limits
achieved by ion clouds under different trapping conditions.
II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
The trap used in our experimental investigation is de-
scribed in more detail elsewhere 22. Here we summarize
the parameters briefly. The trap consists of four identical cy-
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lindrical electrodes. Each of the four electrodes has a diam-
eter of 6 mm and is broken into three 50 mm long segments
for more flexible dc voltage applications. The rf voltages are
applied to the two pairs of connected opposing electrodes,
which creates an oscillating quadrupole potential in the ra-
dial direction,
x,y ;t = „U − V cost…x
2
− y2
r0
2 , 1
where −V cost is the applied rf signal, U is the quadru-
pole dc offset U=0 in our experiments, and r0 is the dis-
tance from the trap axis to the electrode surface. The motion
of a single ion in this potential is described by the Mathieu
equations 23 with characteristic parameters q
=4eV /mr0
22, a=0. Along the trap axis the ions are confined
by the dc bias voltages applied to each of the three trap
segments. Mg+ ions used in the measurements are generated
by electron bombardment of their thermal neutral atomic
beam.
The 3s 2S1/2→3p 2P3/2 optical transition of Mg+ ions is
used. An UV laser beam with a wavelength of about 280 nm
is required for laser cooling of the Mg+ ions at this optical
transition. It is obtained by frequency doubling a cw dye
laser Coherent 699-21 in an external cavity. The UV beam
is directed along the trap axis as illustrated in Fig. 1. The
laser induced fluorescence signal is detected by a photomul-
tiplier tube PMT located at one side of the trap. The num-
ber of ions inside the trap can be measured by ejecting the
ions onto a secondary electron multiplier SEM located on
the opposite side of the trap. All measurements reported here
were performed following the same procedure for loading
the ions into the trap to ensure that the number of ions is kept
the same about 104  for every measurement.
III. STATISTICAL APPROACH TO ION CLOUDS
STORED IN A RF FIELD
The temperature of the ions stored in the ion trap is de-
termined by three coexisting processes that either increase
heat or decrease cool the kinetic energy of the trapped
ions:
1 laser cooling or heating;
2 rf heating;
3 buffer gas helium in our experiments cooling/
heating.
At equilibrium the net flow of kinetic energy is zero, i.e.,
dQL
dt
+
dQRF
dt
+
dQB
dt
= 0. 2
This equation determines the equilibrium temperature of the
system. At a fixed laser detuning, given enough time, the ion
cloud will reach an equilibrium temperature which satisfies
Eq. 2. If the quantitative descriptions of the three contribu-
tions were all available, then Eq. 2 could be used to predict
the ion cloud temperature for any arbitrary laser detuning,
and, therefore, the line shape of the fluorescence signal.
However, out of the three processes that determine the
temperature of the ion cloud, only the interaction with the
laser radiation has an accurate analytical description 2
dQL
dt
= C Re +  + iw + i , 3
where =c /m /2kBT characterizes the Doppler
linewidth of the transition at the given temperature T; 
= 0−c /m /2kBT characterizes the transition of the
laser frequency  from the atomic transition frequency 0;
=2 /mc2 is the characteristic value of the transition’s
recoil energy. The function w+ i is known as the Fadde-
eva function or the plasma dispersion function. kB is the
Boltzmann constant. The constant C collects all the propor-
tional factors, such as the total number of ions, the laser
intensity, the radiation rate, etc.
The theoretical models based on the ion-ion Coulomb col-
lision rates 11,13 capture the general characteristics of the
rf heating, mainly the fact that it decreases both at high and
low temperatures. Such models are expected to work better
at higher temperatures, where the potential energy of the
Coulomb interaction is much less than the kinetic energy of
the ions. Application of the binary collision picture at low
temperatures cannot be strictly justified. However, it has de-
scriptive value in the absence of more accurate low tempera-
ture models. Currently, computer simulations 15–17 pro-
vide the most accurate information about the properties of
the rf heating, and have helped to identify some of its inter-
esting properties at low temperatures. However, at this time
there are no theoretical models that describe the features of
the rf heating that are in the focus of this research. It is also
important to note that the binary collision model mentioned
above has been used successfully for describing the fluores-
cence line profiles in an rf Paul trap of traditional geometry
24 consisting of a ring and two cap electrodes. In that
case the rf heating rate was quite high and the ions did not
reach temperatures below 10 K, so the binary collision
model could be used.
A simple statistical model of the energy exchange be-
tween the ion cloud and the buffer gas through collisions
suggests the following expression for the rate:
dQB
dt
= BTB − T , 4
where TB is the buffer gas temperature room temperature in
our experiments. Coefficient B can be calculated from the
FIG. 1. Schematics of the ion trap together with the detection
systems.
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collision cross section between the ions and the helium at-
oms. This model ignores the fact that the ions are subject to
the rf trapping field. A more accurate description of this ef-
fect will be obtained when the motion of the ion cloud in the
rf field is better understood.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In our experiments the UV beam frequency is initially set
to a frequency several GHz below the cooling transition. It is
then swept at a constant rate across the transition while the
fluorescence from the trapped Mg+ ions is recorded. The
fluorescence line shape produced in such an experiment is
found to be of two major types.
Figure 3c is an example of the first type, where the ion
cloud goes through a “phase transition,” when the tempera-
ture of the cloud sharply decreases. This temperature de-
crease is often exhibited by a sudden drop in the fluorescence
signal at a large red detuned frequency. It is due to the form
of the dependence of the rf heating rate on the temperature of
the ion cloud, namely the fact that it reaches maximum at
some low temperature typically around few degrees Kelvin
and decreases both towards high and low temperatures. If the
laser cooling rate is high enough to overcome the critical
point where the heating is maximum, the cloud temperature
drops sharply. It should be noted that this temperature drop
does not necessarily result in a formation of an ion crystal
10. As the laser frequency continues to get closer to the
transition, the fluorescence increases, then again drops at the
transition frequency. This second sharp drop in the fluores-
cence rate is, however, due to a sharp decline in cooling
efficiency when the laser frequency gets close to the cooling
transition 2. Consequently, the ion cloud quickly heats up.
Above the transition frequency, laser cooling turns into laser
heating. As a result, the temperature of the ion cloud is high,
and the fluorescence signal is low. The resulting fluorescence
line shape is a combination of two asymmetric peaks, a wide
and low peak at a large detuning succeeded by a narrow and
high peak close to the transition frequency. One of the ex-
amples of the second type is shown in Fig. 3a, where the
laser cooling efficiency is not high enough to overcome the
heating processes that affect the ion cloud. Therefore the
temperature is significantly higher than in the first case, and
the narrow high peak corresponding to ultralow temperature
is not observed. At higher temperatures the cooling effi-
ciency decreases more slowly around the cooling transition,
which results in a slower decrease in the fluorescence around
the transition frequency.
While more detailed understanding is needed for the exact
interpretation of the cooling fluorescence line shapes, we still
can use them to make an upper bound estimate of the lowest
achieved temperature. The following properties of the fluo-
rescence line shape allow for this estimate. First, the de-
crease in the fluorescence when the laser frequency is close
to the cooling transition is an accurate indicator of the reso-
nance frequency. It has been verified with the Doppler-free
saturation spectroscopy of iodine hyperfine lines. It is more
accurate for the curves with ultralow temperature narrow
peaks due to the fact that rf heating is greatly reduced at
these temperatures, and the fluorescence decrease is very
steep. Second, at any given temperature, laser cooling is the
most efficient around the half-width of the fluorescence line
shape 2. To make the upper bound estimate, we first deter-
mine the difference between the frequency at which the fluo-
rescence reaches half of the maximum value and the fre-
quency at which it is decreased to 10% of the maximum.
This difference corresponds to half of the linewidth of the
fluorescence at the temperature to be estimated; and then the
temperature can be obtained using the Voigt line profiles for
this linewidth.
One of the important issues in the interpretation of the
fluorescence is whether the ion cloud is in equilibrium at
every step of the laser scan. This is particularly important at
the areas of the scan where the temperature of the ion cloud
changes significantly over a narrow interval of laser fre-
quency. This aspect was studied by comparing the fluores-
cence line shapes obtained with different UV laser scan
speeds, two such examples are illustrated in Fig. 2.
From the figure it is clear that for the UV scanning speed
of 1.86 GHz/s, there is only one asymmetric peak, whereas
at the speed of 0.37 GHz/s, there are two peaks. This shows
that in the first case, the ion cloud fails to reach the ultralow
temperatures, while in the second case it does achieve the
ultralow state during the laser scan. It is also found that when
the UV scanning speed is slower than 0.37 GHz/s the fluo-
rescence line shape of the cooling process remains the same.
This means that the ion ensemble during the entire scan is in
thermal equilibrium state for every frequency detuning.
Based on the scan speed and our temperature data we esti-
mate that it takes a few 100 ms for the ion cloud to drop
from 20 to 30 K to below 0.1 K.
Fig. 3 shows the fluorescence line shapes at different rf
trapping voltages. At higher temperatures where the ion
cloud has not formed an organized crystal structure, our mo-
lecular dynamics simulations have shown that rf heating is
proportional to the fourth power of rf voltage 17. If this
trend is reproduced at ultralow temperatures as well, then the
FIG. 2. LIF of Mg+ for different UV scanning speeds. The UV
power is 140 	W. The number of ions is about 104. The rf voltage
is 235 V, peak to peak.
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linewidth, and the corresponding minimum temperature,
would steadily increase with the trapping voltage. However,
the experimental results show some very interesting, new
effects, as seen in Fig. 4. Indeed as the rf voltage is in-
creased, initially the linewidth increases as well. Yet, after
the trapping voltage exceeds 318 V, peak to peak, the line-
width begins to decrease. Then, at yet higher trapping volt-
ages when the laser cooling strength becomes insufficient to
cool the cloud into the organized ultra-low temperature state,
the linewidth experiences a large jump. The linewidth is also
indirectly revealed by the height of the fluorescence peak as
seen from Fig. 3.
It is important to stress that the existing physical picture
of the rf heating predicts the ultimate temperature is limited
by factors other than rf heating due to ion-ion interaction.
None of the presently known factors can explain the behav-
ior reported here, particularly the change in dependence on
the rf amplitude. In our opinion the unexpected behavior is
due to the stronger ion-ion correlation in an ion cloud at the
higher trapping voltages. The results of our MD simulations
17 suggest that some ion clouds are more “stable” than
others, depending on the underlying shell structure. The rf
dependence reported here could be explained by the transi-
tion from a less to a more stable ion cloud, as the ion density
changes with the rf field.
It should also be pointed out that our results are partially
supported by the observations of ion cloud imaging while it
is laser cooled. In Ref. 10 it is reported that the ion cloud
initially condenses into a liquidlike state at the point of the
fluorescence dip and then crystallizes as the laser detuning is
further changed, and the laser cooling strength is increased.
This is in contrast to the present picture of the rf heating that
predicts the ion cloud to immediately reach the Doppler-
limited temperature and thus the crystalline state. Further
theoretical and experimental effort is required to exactly un-
derstand the processes involved in dynamics of laser cooling
of rf confined ion clouds.
Another indicator of the rf heating properties is the posi-
tion of the first fluorescence dip that separates the wide and
narrow portions of the double peak fluorescence line shape.
This dip occurs when the laser cooling overpowers the com-
bination of the rf and buffer gas heating and cools the cloud
into the ultralow temperature state. From Fig. 3 one can ob-
serve that the position of this dip is steadily moved closer to
the transition frequency when the rf voltage is increased.
This behavior is due to the increase in the rf heating with the
trapping voltage.
The influence of the buffer gas pressure on the achievable
fluorescence linewidth, and thus the ion cloud temperature is
also investigated and illustrated in Fig. 5. In our experiments
the laser cooling strength was sufficient to bring the ions to
the temperatures well below room temperature. Therefore the
influence of the buffer gas collisions is only that of heating
when laser cooling is in effect. When no helium buffer
gas is introduced, the background pressure is very low

10−9 mbar, which means that the average time interval
between collisions between the buffer gas and the ion cloud
is on the order of several minutes per ion. In this practically
collision-free environment the phase transition from the un-
ordered ion cloud to the ordered ion crystal structure is
clearly observed as a characteristic dip. As the buffer gas
pressure is increased, the fluorescence signal peak becomes
shorter and wider, indicating that the temperature of the ion
cloud is increasing. Therefore for a given UV power thus
certain laser cooling capability, the buffer gas is heating up
the ion cloud, in agreement with the equation of energy bal-
ance Eq. 2.
The forementioned method of making an upper bound
estimate of the minimum attained temperature is again used
for each of the pressures in Fig. 5. Then the change of the ion
temperature versus buffer gas pressure is plotted in Fig. 6.
The heat exchange between the buffer gas and the trapped
ions should be proportional to the number density of the
buffer gas atoms, and therefore the buffer gas pressure. We
expect a general increasing trend of the temperature of the
FIG. 3. Effect of rf voltages on the LIF line shape of Mg+ ions.
The UV scanning speed is 92.8 MHz/s. The UV beam power is
kept around 120 	W. There are about 104 ions in the trap. The rf
trapping voltages peak to peak values are a 570 V, b 467 V,
c 395 V, d 318 V, e 241 V, and f 166 V, respectively. All the
graphs are plotted in the same scale. Each graph is shifted horizon-
tally and vertically relative to the previous one for better viewing
and comparison purposes.
FIG. 4. Change of the fluorescence linewidth as a function of
the trapping voltage.
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ion cloud as the buffer gas pressure increases. The experi-
mental data agrees with this prediction in general. For the
pressures above 710−8 mbar the dependence appears to be
linear. For the pressures below 410−8 mbar, it again re-
duces slowly. Of particular importance is the sudden increase
in the ion temperature when the buffer gas pressure is
changed from 410−8 to 710−8 mbar. This is a conse-
quence of the given laser cooling power not being able to
overcome the combination of the rf and buffer gas heating.
Therefore in our experiments after this pressure, the laser
cooling power is no longer sufficient to maintain the ions in
the ultralow temperature state; as a result the temperature
goes up drastically.
V. SUMMARY
We have presented our studies of the changes in the fluo-
rescence line shape as we change the parameters of three
competing processes: laser cooling, rf heating, and buffer gas
heating. The line shapes were used to obtain an upper bound
estimate of the lowest temperature reached by the ion cloud.
Two main classes of the fluorescence line shapes were ob-
served: the broad asymmetric single peak shape characteris-
tic of higher T10 K temperatures, and the double peak
with a very narrow line corresponding to the ion cloud at the
sub-Kelvin temperatures. Variations of the buffer gas pres-
sure have produced the expected result of the lowest tem-
perature increasing with an increase in buffer gas pressure.
We have also observed an abrupt jump in temperature corre-
sponding to the critical heating rate that must be overcome
for the transition of the ion cloud into strongly-correlated
low temperature liquid or crystal state to occur. Variation of
the rf trapping voltage has revealed a new phenomenon.
While all of the existing theories predict the general trend of
the rf heating to increase with the trapping voltage, we have
observed that the ion cloud temperature initially increases,
but then shows a decrease as the trapping voltage is in-
creased. With a further increase of the trapping voltage the
temperature increases again, and also shows the abrupt jump
corresponding to the critical heating rate. We have also esti-
mated the thermalization time of the ion cloud in this laser
cooling process to be several hundred milliseconds.
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